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Jamie Oliver / Sun MC
Zodiac sign: Gemini · Ascendant: Virgo

YOUR GENERAL PROFESSIONAL TYPE
You like to get things going, here and now. Your work and workplace should offer
options to leave your personal mark. You are emotionally controlled and have a
stoic quality. You are a precision worker. You are involved in non-subjective,
important matters of a timeless, principled nature. Your ego is subservient to
that. You can be initiator, presenter or actor. Routine work is less suitable for you.

You are a Messenger. You have versatile interests and need freedom of
movement. You have a calculating mind. You can be a speaker or journalist. You
can be a representative or agent. You can also be a teacher or trainer.

YOUR CORE SELF / PRIMARY ASPECTS
You are an Analyst. You are good at diagnostics, highly efficient and good at
operational improvement. You have talent for complex retail operations,
processes and logistics. You are also interested in legal matters. You are
understated in your appearance. You tend to mentally position people in specific
compartments and should beware of playing people off against each other.
You have a considerable sensibility and you tend to develop models which
provide a certain order in life or arts. You may act in an overly formal manner and
have a hidden revolutionary streak.

YOUR CORE SELF / ADDITIONAL ASPECTS
You strive for a leadership position. You may obtain decisive influence or even
fame in a smaller or wider circle.

YOUR CORE TALENTS / GENERAL
You take a neutral and intermediary position in many things, which makes you fit
for journalism and mediation. Yours is a world of secret or past adventure.
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Jamie Oliver / Sun MC
Zodiac sign: Gemini · Ascendant: Virgo

YOUR CORE TALENTS / DOING
You can be an effective crisismanager and troubleshooter. You also have the
talent to be a movie director. You can also be a successful marketeer. You may
pioneer on behalf of ventures which materialize later. You practice sharp criticism
and have an urge to get to the bottom of things.

YOUR CORE TALENTS / THINKING
You are a good legislator. You have a strong intellectual capacity. You are playing
according to plan. You are good at work involving the law, contracts or
communication.

SOME STRENGTHS...AND CHALLENGES
You are good at looking both backward and forward. You can become master of
your own life. You may get along really well with public authorities - or become
one yourself.
You have lots of energy, are resilient and able to regenerate well. Your challenge
is to mature and to genuinely evolve from childhood to adulthood.
You are somewhat of a lone wolf and tend to act on impulse. Open plan offices
are not for you. You have a strong intuition. You should beware of deluding
yourself or others.
Your success at work depends on your courage to use physical force when
needed, to tell the (possibly harsh) truth or bring to light how people or things
really are without fear of becoming impopular. Beware of being driven by
ideologies and dogmas which others impose on you - or imposing them yourself.
Your have a quick mind which easily grasps the essence of a complicated matter
or situation. You have an affinity with the internet and with radio / television. You
have a talent for Information Technology. You are able to uncover hidden
information machinations. Avoid thinking in stereotypes.
You should make your domain an open, hospitable meeting point. You may have
persuasive powers and you may be effective in the music or film business.
You have the courage to question societal abuse and taboos.
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Jamie Oliver / Sun MC
Zodiac sign: Gemini · Ascendant: Virgo

YOUR WAY OF ASSET BUILDING
Creating and preserving wealth, material results and/or group recognition is key
for you.
Next to monetary remuneration, immaterial compensation is of high importance
to you as well.
You are at home in luxury businesses, arts and crafts businesses, in partnerships
and alliances. You may also want to consider the legal profession.
Value can be created for you with the help of social networks. You either fully
immerse yourself in mass movements or you avoid them completely - you know
no middle ground. You may experience pressure from clans and cults or tend to
grow them yourself.

YOUR TYPE OF WORKING LIFE
Routine and procedures are important to you. You are idea-driven and good at
learning on-the-job.
You are good at short bursts of super concentration. This can be valuable in many
different jobs: as a pilot or surgeon, as a journalist, in the movie industry, in the
kitchen or as an inventor.
You are fit for fact-based journalism or for representative jobs. Likewise for traffic
control or other coordination. You are good at the helm or the steering wheel.
You are fit for temporary assignments.

YOUR PATH TO PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL GROWTH
Stand back and see the big picture before you mobilize your fast intellect.
Dealing with everyday reality and current matters may ultimately lead you to
new over-arching visions.
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Jamie Oliver / Sun MC
Zodiac sign: Gemini · Ascendant: Virgo

YOUR RESULTS
You may frequently change your goals in life. You are highly flexible and adaptive
in your goal-setting. Your goals may be greatly mental and spiritual.
Your destination is in learning, communicating and connecting and in finding
agreements.
Your destination is determined by your fundamental ability to assume authority
and leadership. You are an intellectual, legislator or communicator.

YOUR GENERAL ROLE IN SOCIETY
Broadly, your position is in the Social stage between the earlier Individualist and
later Governance stage. In the Social stage, the ego meets the outside world.
More specifically, yours is the Fulfillment phase. This phase stands for insight
into what is meaningful and for conscious participation. You achieve synthesis
instead of ambiguity. You deliver tangible concepts.
Within this phase, you have the position of Unifier. You connect people by
focusing on common values and broadly shared sentiments and beliefs. Famous
persons with this Unifier position are Jamie Oliver, Coco Chanel.

YOUR ABILITY TO HELP OTHERS
You have a talent to help others endure deep crisis and transformation. You may
help people with sexual problems or other issues involving deeper human drives
and desires.
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